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Web browsing is a key application on mobile devices. However, mobile browsers are largely optimized for perfor
mance, imposing a significant burden on power‐hungry mobile devices. In this work, we aim to reduce the energ
y consumed to load web pages on smartphones, preferably without increasing page load time and compromisin
g user experience. We derive general design principles for energy‐efficient web page loading, and apply these pri
nciples to the open‐source Chromium browser and implement our techniques on commercial smartphones. Exp
erimental results show that our techniques are able to achieve a 24.4% average system energy saving for Chromi
um on a latest‐generation big.LITTLE smartphone using Wi‐Fi, while not increasing average page load time. User
study results indicate that such a small increase in page load time is hardly perceivable. This work was presented
in MobiCom '15.
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